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Alienation from self in the context of abusive or dysfunctional parenting is a survival strategy that maintains children’s
attachment to caregivers by disowning themselves as “bad”
or “unlovable.” This deeply painful failure of self-acceptance results in lifelong shame and self-loathing, difficulty
self-soothing, and complications in relationships with others.
Without internal compassion and a sense of worth, it is difficult to take in the compassion and acceptance of others.
To overcome this alienation from self, therapy must focus
on cultivating clients’ mindful observation of signs of their
disowned selves and disowned experience. As clients discover their trauma-related, structurally dissociated younger
selves and bring them “home,” they spontaneously begin
to feel an internal sense of warmth and safety that changes
their internal experience. In this workshop, using strategies
inspired by Structural Dissociation theory, Sensorimotor
Psychotherapy and Internal Family Systems, we will explore
the therapeutic power of fostering internal secure attachment to clients’ most deeply disowned selves.

You will learn to:
- Describe the relationship between early attachment or
trauma and alienation from self
- Recognize signs of disowned parts and their internal
conflicts in clients
- Identify parts that sabotage self-compassion or self-acceptance
- Describe interventions that create an increased somatic sense of connection or attachment to the body or the
parts
- Capitalize on interpersonal neurobiology to increase
the effectiveness of therapeutic interventions
- Foster ‘earned secure attachment’ as the outcome of attachment bonding between adult and child selves

Janina Fisher
Ph.D.

Janina Fisher, Ph.D. is a licensed
clinical psychologist in private
practice; Assistant Director of
the Sensorimotor Psychotherapy
Institute; Psychological Services
Director, Khiron Clinics UK;
Instructor at the Trauma Center,
a research and treatment center
founded by Bessel van der Kolk;
an EMDRIA Approved Consultant; and a former instructor, Harvard Medical School. An international writer and
lecturer on the treatment of trauma and dissociation, she
is co-author with Pat Ogden of Sensorimotor Psychotherapy: Interventions for Attachment and Trauma (2015)
and author of the forthcoming book, Healing the Fragmented Selves of Trauma Survivors (in press).

LANGUAGE: English
LOCATION: Milan, Hotel Enterprise - Corso Sempione
FEE: 250 Euros (VAT included)
EARLY BIRD: 200 Euros until 31/12
STUDENT FEE: 180 Euros
REGISTRATION:
Please visit our website www.international-isc.com to
register to the Event. If you have any questions or need
additional details and/or assistance, please email us at the
following addres: segreteria@isctraining.com
PAYEE:
Payee’s address: via Rolando, 16 - 07100 Sassari (SS), Italy
segreteria@isctraining.com
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